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I. INTRODUCTION

B
LIND channel equalization has the potential to increase data throughput for communications over time varying channels. To achieve this goal, several requirements must be satisfied. First, blind channel estimation and equalization algorithms must converge quickly. An important property is the so-called finite sample convergence property, i.e., the channel can be perfectly estimated using a finite number of samples in the absence of noise. This property is especially critical in packet transmission systems where only a small number of data samples are available for processing. Second, the adaptivity of the algorithm is important in tracking the channel variation and maintaining the communication link. Third, low complexity in both computation and VLSI implementation is desired.
Although many blind channel estimation and equalization algorithms have been proposed in recent years, few can simultaneously satisfy requirements in convergence speed, adaptivity, and complexity. Deterministic batch algorithms such as the subspace (SS) algorithm [14] , the cross relation (CR) algorithm 1 [5] , [22] , the two-step maximum likelihood
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(TSML) approach [7] , the linear prediction-subspace (LP-SS) algorithm [16] , and the joint order detection and channel estimation algorithm (J-LSS) [20] converge quickly. Without assuming a specific stochastic model of the input sequence, these methods have the finite sample convergence property. Unfortunately, they suffer from high computation cost, which is usually associated with eigenvalue decomposition, and their adaptive implementations are often cumbersome. On the other hand, recently proposed linear prediction (LP) based algorithms [1] , [4] are attractive for their efficient adaptive implementations. The key component of these algorithms is the classical linear predictor that can be implemented recursively both in time and in filter order using, for example, lattice filters. The modular structure of lattice filters makes them good candidates for VLSI implementation. Perhaps the most important shortcoming of these LP-based algorithms is the relatively low convergence speed. Relying on the statistical uncorrelation of the input sequence, these LP-based algorithms fail to have the finite sample convergence property. Consequently, they demand a relatively large sample size for accurate channel estimation, which limits their application in the small data size scenarios. Aiming to satisfy the three design requirements at the same time, we present in this paper a least squares smoothing (LSS) approach to blind channel estimation. Recognizing the isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces, we first consider estimating the channel from the input subspace. By projecting the channel output into a particular input subspace , the channel is obtained from the least squares projection error. When is constructed from the channel output by exploiting the isomorphism between the input and output subspaces, this projection leads to least squares smoothing. This geometrical approach to blind channel estimation also provides a simple and unified derivation of different LP-based channel estimators and a clear explanation for the loss of finite-sample convergence property in LP-based approaches.
Based on the LSS approach, a new adaptive least squares smoothing (A-LSS) channel estimation algorithm is proposed. Like all deterministic methods, A-LSS preserves the finite sample convergence property with high convergence rate. Similar to linear prediction-based algorithms, the least squares smoothing approach naturally leads to an order and time adaptive implementation that accommodates a wide range of channel variation, both in channel parameters and channel length. In wireless communications, for example, when the channel order suddenly changes due to the addition or loss of reflectors, A-LSS simply selects signals from different parts of the filter with neither structural change nor extra computation. Implemented with commonly used basic modules in classical lattice filters, the structure of A-LSS is highly parallel and regular with only scalar operations. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and two assumptions used in this paper. The geometrical approach to linear least squares smoothing channel estimation is introduced in Section III. A batch least squares smoothing (B-LSS) algorithm and its connections with existing linear prediction-based approaches are obtained. In Section IV, we present the data structure for the unknown channel order case followed by the adaptive least squares smoothing channel estimation and order detection algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section V to demonstrate the convergence and performance of A-LSS in channel estimation and tracking.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Notations and Definitions
Notations used in this paper are mostly standard. 
B. The Model
The identification and estimation of a single-input -output linear system shown in Fig. 1 is considered in this paper. The system equation is given by (1) where is the (noiseless) channel output, is the additive noise, is the received signal, is the channel impulse response, and is the input sequence. Given samples of the system input and output, define the row vector and the block row vector as (2) With and similarly defined, we have, from (1)
Our goal is to estimate from .
C. Assumptions and Properties
Two assumptions are made in this paper. The first one is about channel diversity.
• A1: Channel Diversity: The subchannel transfer functions do not share common zeros, i.e., are co-prime. A1 is shared by all deterministic blind channel estimation methods. The co-primeness of the subchannel transfer functions ensures that the channel is fully specified (up to a scaling factor) by the noncommon zeros of the channel output. If A1 is not satisfied, although the noncommon zeros of the subchannel transfer functions can still be identified from the output, the common zeros cannot be distinguished from zeros of the input. Therefore, the channel cannot be identified without knowing the input sequence. The following property, which has also been exploited in [13] and [21] , reveals the equivalence between the input and output subspaces under the channel diversity assumption. First, define the input and output subspaces spanned by consecutive row (block row) vectors as (4) Note that for , we similarly define and as the subspaces spanned by consecutive future data vectors. The following property results directly from A1.
Property 1: Under A1, there exists a (smallest) such that for any , we have the isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces (5) Proof: Let (6) From (3), we have (7) where the matrix is the filtering matrix with the following block Toeplitz structure:
It has been shown in [9] and [19] that A1 implies the existence of a smallest such that for any , has full column rank. Thus, from (7), we have (9) which leads to (5) .
Property 1 plays an important role in the smoothing and linear prediction approaches to blind channel estimation. It is this isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces that makes it possible to identify the channel from the input subspace without the direct use of the input sequence.
To ensure channel identifiability, the input sequence must be sufficiently complex in order to excite all modes of the channel. This requirement is imposed on the linear complexity [2] of the sequence.
• This implication of A2 will be exploited in Section III as we discuss the necessary number of input symbols for the channel identification by the proposed algorithm. It has been shown in [18] that when , the necessary and sufficient condition for the unique identification of the channel and its input is A1 and that has linear complexity greater than . Because both future and past data are required in the smoothing approach, a stronger condition is assumed in A2 in this paper.
III. LEAST SQUARES SMOOTHING-A GEOMETRICAL APPROACH
In this section, we introduce a geometrical approach to linear least squares smoothing channel estimation by exploiting the isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces. The same approach also leads to a least squares derivation of the LP-based algorithms.
A. Channel Identification from the Input Subspace
The isomorphism between the input and output subspaces given in Property 1 implies that the input subspace can be constructed from the output. The following question arises from this property: Can we identify the channel from the input subspace? If so, by constructing the input subspace from the output, the channel is obtained from the output alone. An answer to this question is presented below. 
Suppose that we want to identify up to a common scaling factor from . One way to achieve this is to eliminate in all other terms except the ones associated with . Consider projecting into a "punctured" input subspace that satisfies the following two conditions:
• C1: . • C2:
. Note that A2 ensures . Thus, this punctured input subspace exists. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , is the summation of (a vector outside ) and (a vector inside ). The two shaded right triangles immediately suggest (12) Because is independent of , we have the projection error matrix . . . . . .
Note that is a rank-1 matrix whose column and row spaces are spanned by and , respectively. From , the channel can be directly identified. One approach is the least squares fitting of the column space of (14) The above optimization can be solved by the singular value decomposition of either or the sample covariance of the projection error sequence. A simpler approach is to take the row ( ) with the maximum 2-norm in as an estimate of . Then, from (13), we have (15) To gain a better understanding of this geometrical approach to channel estimation, we make the following remarks.
1) When is orthogonal to , which is asymptotically true for an uncorrelated zero-mean input sequence, the projection error converges to (see Fig. 2 ). In this case, the rank-one decomposition of the projection error matrix provides the input sequence as well as the channel vector , i.e., this geometrical approach to channel estimation performs direct deconvolution as a by-product.
2) The projections of into for different are independent of each other and can be carried out in parallel. This property is attractive in algorithm implementation.
B. Channel Identification from the Output Subspace-Least Squares Smoothing 1) Construction of the Input Subspace from the Output:
It has been shown in Section III-A that the channel can be identified from the projection errors of into the input subspace satisfying C1 and C2. To avoid the direct use of the input sequence, we construct from the channel output by exploiting the isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces given in Property 1.
Using the definition in (4), conditions C1 and C2 can be written in the form (16) for any . With the isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces given in (5), we have, for (17) The isomorphism between the input and output subspaces is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The projection of into is converted into the smoothing [6] , [8] of the current data by the past data and the future data . The projection error used to identify the channel [see (13) ] now becomes the smoothing error, which can be obtained from the output alone. Because of the least squares criterion used in the projection, this geometrical approach to blind channel estimation is referred to as the least squares smoothing (LSS) algorithm. Here, we introduce two terms: smoothing window size and smoothing order. The smoothing window size is defined as the number of symbols in the current data, and the smoothing order is the number of symbols in the past data. For the case discussed above, the smoothing window size and the smoothing order are and , respectively. The price we paid for avoiding the direct use of input sequence is that more input symbols are required to identify the channel. From Fig. 3 , we can see that the projection subspace and the current data span a -dimensional input subspace denoted as , as shown in (18) . . . Toeplitz (19) The construction of imposes the full-row-rank condition on the matrix in (19) . As a result, we require input symbols ( observation symbols) to be available and the linear complexity of the input sequence to be greater than [see (10)].
2) Batch Least Squares Smoothing Algorithm:
We consider here the problem of estimating a channel with order from a batch of observation symbols. The data structure is specified, followed by some useful properties. Then, the batch least squares smoothing channel estimation algorithm is presented.
Given observation symbols , for a fixed smoothing order and the known channel order , define the overall data matrix as . . . • the future data matrix ;
• future-past data matrix . In the absence of noise, the overall data matrix has the following relation with the input signal: As direct consequences of (21) and Property 1, the relation among the data matrices in (20) and various subspaces is summarized in Property 2. The rank conditions given below are useful in finding the least squares approximation of the noisy data matrices. As stated in the above property, the row vectors in the future-past data matrix span the -dimensional projection space . Therefore, the projection error in (13) can be obtained as the least squares smoothing error of the current data by the future-past data . Specifically, in the absence of noise, we have . . . . . .
from which the batch least squares smoothing channel estimation algorithm (B-LSS) can be derived directly. One possible implementation is summarized in Fig. 4. 3) Stochastic Equivalence: The least squares smoothing approach presented above is based on the deterministic modeling of the input sequence. In order to obtain the consistent estimate of the channel in the presence of noise, we consider a stochastic equivalence of the LSS approach. After replacing the projection of data vectors ( ) into a Euclidean space by the projection of corresponding random variables ( ) into a Hilbert space, the geometrical approach presented in Section III-B1 can be adapted to the stochastic framework. Specifically, consider the input sequence as a white random process with zero mean and unit variance. Define the output random vectors (23) The error sequence of the linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator of based on is then given by (24) where and are the covariance matrices defined as
Based on the principle of orthogonality, the error sequence can be considered as the projection error of into the Hilbert space spanned by the random variables in . Similarly to (13), we then have, for the white input sequence ,
With and denoting the covariance of and , respectively, we have, from (24) and (26) (27) This implies that can be directly obtained from . For a noise sequence independent of and with known second-order statistics, the covariance matrices , , and can be estimated consistently from the observation. The consistent estimate of the channel can then be obtained.
C. Connections with Linear Prediction-Based Approaches
The main difference between the LP-based approaches and the LSS approach is the definition of the subspace into which the projection is made. Naturally, LP-based approaches include only the past data in the projection space. We now draw connections with existing LP-based methods by using the same geometrical approach to rederive them under the deterministic model of the input sequence. We comment that the LP-based algorithms presented here are not identical to the stochastic versions presented in the literature, although they are closely related. LP-based channel estimators can be classified into one-step and multistep linear prediction algorithms.
1) One-Step LP Algorithm:
We consider here the LPbased approach proposed by Abed-Meraim et al. in [1] and [3] to which we refer as the linear prediction-least squares (LP-LS) algorithm. Instead of projecting into , let us consider projecting into , which contains only the past data. We then have, again using the isomorphic relation (28) from which can be obtained directly. By treating as an estimate of , the problem becomes conventional channel estimation with known channel input. The least squares criterion can then be employed to estimate the whole channel, which is the reason that we refer to this one-step LP algorithm as LP-LS. Note that if , which is asymptotically true for uncorrelated zero-mean sequence, we have (see also Fig. 2 ). Hence, this approach provides consistent estimates for white inputs. Unfortunately, for a finite sample size, , which causes the loss of the finite sample convergence property in the LP-LS approach.
3) Multistep LP Algorithm: In contrast to the LP-LS approach, the multistep LP approach proposed by Gesbert and Duhamel [4] works simultaneously on predictions of several future data samples. By projecting into , we have the prediction error equations (29) For the uncorrelated zero-mean input sequence, we have, asymptotically (30) Interestingly, the above equation was also used by Slock and Papadias in their extension of one-step prediction to -step prediction [17] . However, these equations were not exploited jointly in [17] . Gesbert and Duhamel treated the above as a triangular system and constructed the error differentials . . .
The identification of from becomes a familiar problem. Note that unlike the one-step approach, the entire channel parameter is identified at once.
The multistep LP approach again relies on the uncorrelateness of the input sequence, which, for the same reason as in the LP-LS approach, causes the loss of finite-sample convergence property.
IV. ADAPTIVE LEAST SQUARES SMOOTHING CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we develop an adaptive LSS algorithm with unknown channel order. The data structure for a variable smoothing window size is first specified. The adaptive least squares smoothing channel estimation and order detection algorithm is then presented.
A. Data Structure and Order Detection
In contrast with the data structure given in (20) where the smoothing window size is fixed, the data structure for an arbitrary smoothing window size is now considered. Suppose that an upper-bound of the channel order is known. For a fixed smoothing order and a variable smoothing window size , define the overall data matrix as . . . from which we have defined the future data matrix , the current data matrix , and the past data matrix . The future-past data matrix and the future-current data matrix are also defined. Compared with the ones defined in (20) , we can see that except for and , the data matrices defined here are functions of the variable smoothing window size . We emphasize that in this particular data structure, and are independent of . This property leads to a convenient implementation of A-LSS, which will be discussed in Section IV-B.
Similar to the case presented in Section III-B2, when and has linear complexity greater than , in the noiseless case, we have the following relation among the matrices defined in (32) and the various spaces:
(34) error. The isomorphism between the input and output spaces in this case is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The case when is shown in Fig. 5(b) . Here, are not in . Since each of these input vectors not lying in contributes to the smoothing error, we have the formulation of , as given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 holds the key to the adaptive least squares smoothing channel estimation and order detection algorithm. For order detection, we consider the energy of the smoothing error defined as . Theorem 1 implies that in the noiseless case, is zero when . When , jumps to a value related to the power of the channel and it increases (asymptotically) with , as shown in Fig. 6 . Hence, the channel order can be detected by varying from 1 to and comparing the energy of the smoothing error at each with a certain threshold.
B. Adaptive Least Squares Smoothing 1) Key Components:
When the channel order is unknown, there are three key components involved in the A-LSS approach to channel estimation. First, the smoothing errors at each smoothing window size need to be calculated. Then, based on Theorem 1, the energy of these smoothing errors is compared with a threshold to detect the channel order. Finally, with the detected channel order , the channel is obtained from . Our goal here is to develop an algorithm to implement the above three components while simultaneously satisfying the requirements in convergence speed, adaptivity, and complexity. Since the LSS approach has the finite sample convergence property and adaptivity is a characteristic feature of linear least squares based algorithms, we next concentrate on the efficient implementation of A-LSS.
The main computation cost of the A-LSS algorithm comes from the calculation of the smoothing errors at all . Thus, it is desirable to obtain the smoothing errors efficiently, which can be achieved by a) calculating recursively; b) decomposing the smoothing into multistep predictions followed by linear projections; c) sharing the same multistep predictions among the calculation of the smoothing errors at all . Implementing smoothing by multistep predictions enables the use of lattice filters that are modular, computationally efficient, and robust to round-off errors. Details are presented as follows.
2) Key Decomposition: In A-LSS, smoothing is decomposed into multistep predictions and linear projections based on the following basic lemma.
Lemma 1: For a matrix and a partitioned matrix with , the least squares projection error of into is given by (38) In words, the projection error of into is equal to the projection error of into , where and are projection errors of and into , respectively. Proof: In , is the orthogonal complement of . Therefore Based on the partition of given in (33), we apply Lemma 1 to the smoothing error (41) where and are the multistep prediction errors of and by the past data , respectively. The smoothing error is then obtained by projecting into the row space of , which implies that smoothing is decomposed into multistep predictions and linear projections. Although (41) appears to imply that separate linear predictors are required for different , it turns out that with the special data structure defined in (32), only a single predictor is necessary. This is because from (32), we have (42) where both and are independent of . 3) Main Structure: Based on the decomposition presented above, A-LSS identifies the channel in three steps, as shown in Fig. 7 . Specifically, the multistep predictor generates the prediction errors , which are independent of . In the second step, the smoothing errors at all possible are obtained recursively, and the channel order is detected. Finally, with the detected channel order , the channel is estimated from the smoothing error with the approach given in (15) to meet the requirement in adaptivity. The implementation of these three steps is discussed below. a) Multistep predictions: A lattice filter shown in Fig. 8 is used to obtain the prediction errors of the future and current data by the past data . Various adaptive algorithms for lattice filters can be applied here; see [10] , [12] , and [15] . Besides the appealing properties mentioned in Section IV-B1, the order-recursive property of lattice filters can be very useful in saving computation cost for the unknown channel-order case. Specifically, when the channel order is unknown, the smoothing order (also the prediction order here) has to be determined based on the upper-bound . For example, when , we choose . If is a poor bound of the channel order, may be much larger than necessary, which leads to a higher computation cost. Because of the order-recursive property of the lattice filter, for a detected channel order , only the first prediction errors ( ) at the th lattice stage are required. This implies that the computation involved in the latter stages and the joint estimation ( ) is saved with no structural change.
b) Projections and order detection: From the prediction errors , the smoothing errors at each smoothing window size are obtained in this step for the order detection and channel estimation.
An approach to obtaining recursively (both in and in time) by applying the recursive modified Gram-Schmidt (RMGS) algorithm [11] is presented with a simple example shown in Fig. 9 . Suppose that the channel order is upper bounded by , and we choose the smoothing order . From the prediction errors obtained by the multistep predictor, the smoothing errors at are calculated recursively. As shown in Fig. 9 where has been partitioned into with defined as the first row block in . This recursion in arises naturally from the data structure given in (32).
Once all are obtained, the channel order is detected by an energy detector. Since the energy of is calculated for the channel order detection, the index ( ) of the row with the maximum 2-norm in [see (15) ] can be easily obtained. This information will be used in the next step to estimate the channel from . Finally, we want to emphasize that the structure shown in Fig. 9 is particularly attractive for time-varying channels. For example, when the true channel order changes from 2 to 1, the energy detector switches from to . The channel with the new order 1 can be identified without structural change or extra computation. In addition, the modular structure shown in Fig. 9 is suitable for implementation using systolic array processors.
c) Recursive channel estimation: With obtained as the by-product of the energy detector in the second step, the channel is estimated from the smoothing error by the approach given in (15) . In addition,
is an asymptotical estimate of the uncorrelated input sequence. The structure of this recursive channel estimator is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
A. Algorithm Characteristics and Performance Measure
Simulation studies of the proposed A-LSS algorithm as it is compared with existing techniques listed in Table I are presented in this section. We remark that only A-LSS has easy adaptive implementations while still preserving the finite sample convergence property.
Algorithms were compared by Monte Carlo simulation using the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) as a performance measure. Specifically, NRMSE was defined as 3 NRMSE (46) where was the estimated channel from the th trial, and was the true channel. Noise samples were generated from i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian random sequences, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was defined as SNR
The input to a single-input and 2-output linear FIR system was generated from an i.i.d. binary phase shift keying (BPSK) sequence.
B. A Second-Order Channel
A second-order channel first used by Hua in [7] is considered here. There are several reasons to consider this channel. 3 The inherent ambiguity was removed before the computation of NRMSE.
First, this channel allows us to study the location of zeros and how they affect the performance. Second, Hua showed that the CR algorithm [22] and SS algorithm [14] , along with the twostep maximum likelihood (TSML) algorithm [7] , approach to the Cramér-Rao lower bound. 4 By comparing with CR(SS), we can evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms listed in Table I .
The second-order channel used by Hua in [7] is specified by a pair of roots on the unit circle. The channel impulse response is given by (48) where are the angular positions of zeros on the unit circle. The relation between the zeros of the two subchannels is specified by , where is the angular distance between the zeros of the two subchannels (common zeros occur when is zero).
C. Performance and Robustness Comparison
The left side of Fig. 11 shows the performance of algorithms listed in Table I against SNR. A well-conditioned channel was used with , as in [7] . All the deterministic algorithms (CR, SS, B-LSS, and A-LSS) had comparable performance. In fact, it was shown in [7] that CR and SS approached the CRB even at a very low SNR for this channel. The LP-based algorithms (MSP and LP-LS) leveled off as SNR because of the loss of finite sample convergence property. We noticed that B-LSS had the same performance as CR (SS), but there was a gap between the performance of A-LSS and B-LSS at low SNR. This gap was caused by the prewindowing problem in A-LSS; several symbols were discarded in the transient stage. Thus, the number of the effective symbols used by A-LSS was less than that used by the batch algorithms, which led to the performance degradation. This performance gap will diminish as SNR or more observation samples become available.
An ill-conditioned channel was used to compare the robustness of different algorithms with respect to the loss of channel diversity. With , zeros of the two subchannels were very close to each other. In fact, the condition number of the filtering matrix was around 1. 6 10 4 in this case. The right side Fig. 11 shows that CR and SS performed rather poorly for this ill-conditioned channel. Evidently, B-LSS and A-LSS performed considerably better than all other algorithms. This improvement in robustness is probably because the input subspace may still be well approximated by the output subspace when the channel diversity assumption does not hold.
D. Tracking of the Channel Order and Parameters
In this simulation, A-LSS was applied to a case when both channel order and channel parameters had a sudden change. The initial channel was given in (48) with . At time , both the channel order and channel parameters were changed by adding zeros to the two subchannels, respectively. The left side of Fig. 12 shows the energy of the smoothing error before and after the channel variation (the energy of the smoothing error was calculated every 10 symbols). From Fig. 12(a) , we can see that before the channel changed, the energy of the smoothing error was around zero at and was relatively large at , as predicted by Theorem 1. Fig. 12(b) -(d) are the snapshots of the smoothing error energy at 160, 170, and 180, respectively. We can see that the energy of decreased to zero within 30 samples. At 180, the new channel order can be accurately detected. Consequently, the channel is estimated from instead of . Neither structural change nor extra computation is involved in this process. The NRMSE convergence of A-LSS is shown in the right side of Fig. 12 , where A-LSS tracked the channel order and parameters nicely.
D. Order Detection for Multipath Channels
In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed order detection and channel estimation algorithm, we present here the simulation study of the performance of A-LSS with a multipath channel. The channel we used is a fifth-order 4-ray raised-cosine channel as shown in the top left of Fig. 13 with the even and odd samples corresponding to the two subchannels. The upperbound of the channel order was assumed to be 6. The energy of the smoothing error at different smoothing window size is shown in the top right of Fig. 13 . We can see that the energy of the smoothing error jumped to a large value at the smoothing window size . Based on this fact, the energy detector estimated the channel order as 1. In the bottom left of Fig. 13 , we also plotted the relative increment of the smoothing error energy at two consecutive smoothing window sizes, and we chose maximizing the relative increment as an alternative criterion for the order detection. The same estimated channel order was obtained. As shown in the bottom right of Fig. 13 , among all the possible channel orders (from 0 to ), A-LSS gave the best estimate of the channel at the detected order. In fact, as pointed out in [20] , it is perhaps not wise to estimate the small head and tail taps in the multipath channel. Instead, it is better to find the channel order as well as its impulse response that matches the data in some optimal way. In the case here, with the channel order detected as 1, A-LSS captured the four major taps of the channel impulse response while ignoring the small head and tail taps.
VI. CONCLUSION
A least squares smoothing (LSS) approach to blind channel estimation based on the isomorphic relation between the input and output subspaces is presented. This approach converts the channel estimation into a linear least squares smoothing problem that can be solved (order and time) recursively. Since the input sequence is modeled as a deterministic signal, this approach preserves the finite-sample convergence property not present in LP-based approaches.
Based on the LSS approach, an adaptive channel estimation (A-LSS) algorithm has been proposed. Compared with the batch algorithms such as SS and CR, the A-LSS algorithm is efficient in both computation and VLSI implementation. Because smoothing is computationally more expensive than prediction, A-LSS has higher complexity than the LP-LS and the MSP approaches, which is a price we paid for the finite sample convergence property. The A-LSS algorithm does not assume the channel order as a priori information. The order detector and the recursive property enable A-LSS to detect and track the channel order without structural change or extra computation. Although separate order detection techniques can be applied to the deterministic batch algorithms such as SS and CR, their ability to track the channel order variation demands high implementation cost.
The future work involves the theoretical determination of the threshold for the channel order detection. Maximizing the relative increment in the smoothing error energy at two consecutive smoothing window sizes may be considered as an alternative criterion.
